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1. Introduction

Computational resources have increased dramatically in the 1980s and 1990s. Consequently, compiiters are

being called upon to process increased quantities of dataj and to model more systems, or more complex ones, and

model them more accurately. This requires more sophisticated models than currently in use, or simpler models

evaluating larger amounts of data. Frequently the inputs to the models are described with probability distributions.

The input distributions are sampled to obtain values to be used in deterministic models. Propagation through the

model provides a statistical representation of outcomes. Risk analysis and performance assessment (PA) use

sampling-based uncertainty and sensitivity analyses to provide insights for assessing system behavior. To make

such assessments, a means is needed by which the distributions of outcomes can be determined. Such

determinations can be obtained manually or possibly by using an available software package, and provide one or

both of(i) probabilities of outcomes, (ii) determination of important parameters. The work summarized in this

presentation investigated several uncertainty and sensitivity analysis software tools for the purpose of assessing the

usefidness of each tool in the Risk/PA/decision-making process.

The analyses of interest are inherently three stage processes. First the analyst constructs the input including

parameter distributions and the generation of input vectors. Second, the model produces a set of results (output

vectors). TMrd, the analyst processes and evaluates the results, incIuding output statistics, correlation between

inputs and outputs, data fits and plots. In some instances, only one or two of the stages will be necessa~, for

example, when the data exists, but requires analysis.

The intent of the study summarized here was to (i) obtain a suite of tools that perform one or more of the three

stages, (ii) exercise the tools to determine usability and usefidness, and (iii) perform some calculations

representative of the types of calculations of interest in PA. Further, the intent of this investigation was not to

evaluate all potentially relevant software, nor was it to do a particularly exhaustive investigation of any particular

software. Rather, the intent was to develop a general feeling for the types of available software fid the potential

usefidness of this software. This paper provides a summaxy of our impressions and obsewations.

2. General Characteristics of Software Considered

Some tools are designed such that input spec~lcation, calculation of outputs, and the evaluation of results are

performed within the same software. These will be referred to as all-in-one. Advantages and disadvantages exist

for all-in-one tools depending on the problem and on user needs. All other tools are referred to as three-stage.

Software varies by source code availability. Commercial products, generally, are not source code available.

Therefore, they are not readily amenable to user modification or customization. However, the commercially

available tools tend to be more refined products, have user documentation and have some level of support.



Non-commercial products are more likely to be available in source code. As such, these products can generally be

customized to the particular problem at hand. This may include something as simple but important as data

formatting or as complex as integration of some particular model or subcalculation into the analysis.

Computer resources influence software selection. Availability of sotlware, hardware, and operating systems

may be a consideration. A user’s familiarity with a.particular platform plays a subjective but critical role in

software selection. Platfonu as used here means the computer on which the model is executed. Three stage

processes may require multiple platforms depending on specitlc user requirements.

As sampling requirements with simple random sampling may become prohWively large to ensure coverage of

sui%cient ranges of input and output distributions, the availability of multiple sampling methods can be an

important consideration. Of particular interest is Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS), I which has been used in

several large analyses, including the NUREG-1 150 probabilistic risk assessment and the WIPP Compliance

Certification Application (CCA).3 Several studies have shown LHS to be a favorable alternative to simple random

samplig. 1,4,5,6,7 Execution time is not of consequence for the sample problems used in this investigation, and

will therefore not be ‘discussed at length, but LHS capabilities will be noted where they exist.

3. Software Obtained and Evaluated

The following packages were obtained and investigated:

Crystal Balls (CB), a spreadsheet-based packag~

RiskQ,P a risk analysis package written in the Mathematical programming language;

SUSA-PC,IO a Windowsdriven, spreadsheet-based application that links to a FORTRAN module;

Analytical 1 a PC or Macintosh modular, icon-driven, decision analysis packag~

PRISM, 12a suite of three FORTRAN programs developed specifically for risk analysis,

Ithink, 13an icon-driven program that solves first-order ordinary differential equations (ODES);

Stella,lq an icon-driven program that solves first-order ODES;

LHS,15, 16 a FORTRAN code that generates random samples using the LHS method;

STEPWISE,17 a regression analysis codq and

JMP,l~ a statistical analysis package from SAS Institute, Inc.

Table 1 identiies the software packages (or combinations) and their characteristics,. ‘Stages’ indicates whether

problems are analyzed within a single package or as three distinct steps as discussed previously. Source code

availability and the computer platform used in this study are also listed.

Although most dk.tributions can be created or approximated by user defined distributions, the availability of

pre-defined distributions can provide two signMcant benefits. First the use of distributions built into the software



improves the ease of use. Second, the use of predefine distributions greatly decreases the potential for error in

~creating the desired distribution. Each software has some suite of available distributions to facilitate the user’s

representation of the inputs to be sampled. The suite of available distributions for the software tools under

considemtion is listed in Table 2.

4. Objective Comparison

Objective assessment requires a standard problem, determined independently from the tools themselves and

typical of the user’s problems. Problems based on sample& uncertain inputs, with results in terms of risk are

particularly relevant to the SNL/WIPP/PA Group and to the more general mture of this investigation. A recently

concluded international cooperative effort to investigate issues related to sensitivity and uncertainty analysis,

defined two risk-based problems for analysis. 19 These problems are used as the basis for comparison. The two

problems are described in the Appendix.

The problems are relatively simple and each has only a few sampled inputs. Each problem was executed using

several of the software packages. Different outputs are calculated for each problem. The calculation results are

provided in the Appendix.

No individual software compared well with the provided results for either problem. Additionally, the results

varied widely with the software used. Variations from author’s results ranged from a few percent to over 1000/o.

The results using the various software differed from one another by similar percentages.

The investigators are not lacking in experience in sensitivity, uncertainty or decision analysis. The problems

are not particularly complex. TMs variation in results provides an important insight. Researchers, regardless of

experience, should be extremely careful to gain experience with the model calculation and the software being used.

The experience most beneficial would be the setup and execution of benchmark problems as similar as possible to

problems of interest to the analyst.

5. Subjective Evaluations

5.1 Crystal Ball Version 3.05

Crystal Ball, licensed and distributed by Decisioneering, Inc.,s runs on top of Excel. Being spreadsheet-based,

Crystal Ball requires the user to program whatever model is to be evaluated within the spreadsheet. This is

generally not diflicuh for simple, linrar models. However, the spreadsheet limits the type of fimctions that can be

used and therefore limits the problems that can be solved. Sampled inputs are defined as assumption cells. Pop up

input panels allow the user to easily define the type of distribution and whatever parameters are required to define

the distribution. The probabilistic values can be sampled using either LHS or (simple) random sampling (RS).
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Assumption cells may also be correlated with one another and the rank correlation value specfiled.

Output values for which the user wants statistical information must be defined as a forecast cell. A statistical

summary is provided for each forecast cell including meam variance, standard deviatiou skewness, kurtosis,

coefficient of variability, and tilmnm and maximum. Output dMributions may be viewed graphically. Rank

correlations between input and output variables can be calculated. However, the correlations that are to be

calculated must be specified prior to execution. Crystal Ball has a report generating f=ture that allows automatic

generation of problem input and output information. The report is in the form of an Excel spreadsheet and can be

incorporated into other documentation software.

There are several limitations of Crystal Ball. For the test problems in this study, Crystal Ball takes at least

twice as long to execute as the fastest softwares. Further, it is impossible to implement truly large or complex

models with Crystal Ball. Statistics are provided only for assumption and forecast cells. If it is necessary to

examine intermediate values, they must be specified as forecast or assumption cells. This can significantly

increase execution time.

Tutorial exercises contain sutXcient information to instill a reasonable level of proficiency to a user with

moderate spreadsheet skills. The ease of use of thk software facilitates shakedown tests, model developmen~ and

the analysis of problems that might require numerous branch cases. Models based on equations that are

programmable in spreakheets can be easily developed and implemented. As models increase in size, or as sample

size increases due to sampling accuracy needs, execution time may become prohibhive. Crystal Ball is not suitable

for highly sophisticated models, or models requiring complex mathematical fimctions.

5.2 RiskQ

RiskQg is available from Dr. Kenneth T. Bogen at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory.

The licensing agreement point of contact is Diana West at Technology Transfer Initiatives Program. RiskQ is

written in Mathematica.zo

Inputs are defined or constructed withk the cells of a Mathematical notebook. User familiarity with

Mathematical is critical. RiskQ defines numerous distribution types within a Mathernatica notebook and the

sample size is easily changed. RiskQ possesses numerous fimctions that operate on distributions, including,

creating evahating (sampling), inverting, truncating and averaging (multiple) distributions. This unique

capability provides the advanced risk analyst with a means to create highly complex distributions from simple ones

or vice versa.

The user creates a mathematical representation for the system within a Mathematical notebook to generate the



sample results.

RiskQ provides several statistical and plotting functions for the presentation of results. Statistical fitnctions

provide summary statistics for one Gaussian variate, polynomial regressio~ correlations, distribution tests,

summary statistics for two joint Gaussian variates, Gaussian fits, and multiple linear regression analyses. There

are several more tests of distributions, variances, and so forth that were not investigated here. Functions for

plotting daa fitting da@ and plotting cumulative distributions are available.

It is somewhat di.flicult to generate custom distributions and exqmrt data for use in another plotting package.

This difficulty is attributable to the uniqueness of the Mathematical programming language syntax. This potential

limitation may be circumvented by user proficiency in the Mathematical programming language.

Review emphasizes that this software requires a working knowledge of Mathematical. Mathernatica syntax can

make importing of daa particularly tab delimited array da~ d~lcult. This working knowledge will have to be

developed to some degree for each user. RiskQ has two obvious strengths. FirX it was developed by

knowledgeable statisticians and possesses a wide variety of statistical, uncertainty, and correlation parameters.

Second, RiskQ is provided in source code (Mathematical) and therefore is amenable to the user who is

incorporating additional distributions, plotting capabilities, or frequently used models if desired.

After several unsuccessfid efforts at walking through the tutorials, it is obvious that RiskQ is not a fixed

product. Several fimctions require updates from the software developer. Although this drawback is not

prohibitive, it does increase the amount of effort required by the user to gain an adequate level of proficiency. If

one is using RiskQ under a quality assurance program such as NQA- 1, the effort associated with qualification of

this software may be substantial.

5.3 SUSA-PC

SUSA-PC maybe obtained from Gesellschaft fur Anlagen und Reaktorsicherheit (GRS). It is a personal

computer (PC) based, Windowsdriven application using input panels for the user to provide information. 10 That

itiormation is linked to an Excel spreadsheet and operated on by a FORTRAN module. SUSA-PC consolidates the

three-stage process into an all-in-one process by linkhg the calculational FORTRAN model to the setup module

and the sensitivity and uncertainty analysis module.’ This allows all of the stages to be consolidated into a single

user interface. This is similar to Crystal Ball with one primary exception. The analyst’s model for use with

SUSA-PC must be written in FORTRAN and requires a FORTRAN compiler in order to use. The FORTRAN

model must be compilable and executable on the PC.

SUSA-PC provides several input distributions to the user (Table 2), and allows the user to spec@ rank

correlations between the input variables. SUSA-PC prompts the user to provide the equivalence between names in



the SUSA-PC spreadsheet model and the FORTMN variable names (which maybe significantly different). It is

assumed that the computational model exists on the PC to be used and is already compiled by a PC FORTRAN

compiler. The model can be evaluated using reference values, best estimate values, or with sampled inputs.

SUSA-PC provides several options for sensitivity analysis, including regression analysis, and four correlation

sensitivity measures (@arson’s product momenL Blomquist’s medial, Kendall’s rank Spearman’s rank).

Graphical output can be in the form of scatterplots or cumulative distributions.

SUSA-PC was dit35cuItto install on a PC without errors, because the tested version uses an antiquated version

of Excel, version 4.0. Due to conflicts with file names, Excel 4.0 cannot be executed on a system that also has later

versions of Excel. .~s difilculty propagated throughout the effort to execute the code. Some simple problem

models were crest@ but neither these nor the test problems were executed successfidly. A recent release, using

Excel 7.0, should alleviate this difficulty. Some documentation is available. However, it is not as complete as

some of the other software. This results in some user intetiace difilculties. It is particularly difllcult to speci@

some distributions into the SUSA-PC input panels. The panels appear to be created for a particular description of

the input daa e.g., 1’%.and 99% quantiles for distributions. The more recent version, compatible with currently

available software, would enable a more complete evaluation.

5.4 Analytica

Anatytica is a product of Lumina Systems and is distributed by Decisioneering. 1] Analytica is different from

the other tools in this study. Developed for the Macintosh, Analytica is icon-driven. Analytica is also available in

PC versions. Analytica provides a toolbox palette for the construction of models. Each element of the model is

represented as a box (oval, trapezoid, etc.). Elements maybe constants, lists of numbers or character strings,

sampled variables, or tables of any of these. Variables maybe sampled using simple random sampling or LHS.

Mathematical relationships are defined on Analytica data sheets that pop up when accessed by the PC mouse.

These relationships may be equations or tables of values, depending on the type of problem. Analytica functions

include FORTRAN-type logic such as IF.TI@N.ELSE and capability for timedependent solutions. Analytica

encourages multi-level modeling. A global Ievel model can be created with modules based on subject or activity.

Within each module can be inputs, distributions, variable nodes, or additional modules. There can be modules

within modules. Thus, Analytica allows the system to be represented in a very modular fashion, and the system

can be presented at varying levels of detail. The primary fimctions of modular layering are to make models easier

to understand and to allow items of similar level of detail to be placed at the same level within the model. This has

no impact on the detailed model. However, it can be useful in customizing a presentation of model structure to a

particular type of audience, e.g., managerial or technical.

At any time, any value within the model maybe selected for evaluation. This elimimtes the requirement to

spec~ in advance those variables that will be evaluated. The information that can be obtained includes mea~
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median, standard deviation, variance, probability distributions, scatterplots, and contldence bands. For nodes

defined as output nodes or importance nodes, the following information is also available: frequency (for dkcrete
.

variables), fractile da@ kurtosis, rank correlations with input variables, skewness, Pearson’s correlation

coefficients, gradients with respect to input variables, and elasticity. MOXoutputs can be summarized as a graph

or a table.

There are several drawbacks. Analytic-a does not allow for cmrelation of input variables to be specified. The

graphics internal to Analytica are not as appealing as most PC users have come to expect. Import/export of tables

is cumbersome.

The visual nature of Amdytica is a strength. Problems can be modularized and communicated to widely

varying audiences. However, this is also a potential tilculty. The visuat nature can rapidty become contising if

care is not taken to keep each layer within the model simple to avoid a ‘spaghetti logic’ diagram.

The tutoriat provides a degree of cotildence for the casual or novice user and illustrates the potential

applications of An@tica. However, the actual practice of model development and implementation is somewhat

more dfikult. Because this is the only sofhvare in this study originally developed for Macintosh computers, it uses

a sufficiently different syntax to fmstrate IBM-compatible PC users. Once a user has achieved some initial degree

of proficiency, the learnhg curve accelerates dramatically for some time. Beyond that, there are numerous features

for arrays and tables that require considerable effort to use effectively.

5.5 PRISM

PRISM is a risk analysis package consisting of a suite of three FORTRAN modules: a sample generator, a

model, and an uncertainty analysis routine. 12 Each of the three components is executed in succession.

The first module reads a user input file containing information for the sampled variables, including a number

of samples, distribution types and parameters necessary to define the distributions. The suite of distributions is

small compared to the other packages ~able 2). PRISM allows.for rank correlation of input variables. The first

module, when executed, produces an array of the sampled variables, and a summary table containing the statistics

of the sampled input variables.

The second module perfo~s three functions: (i) it reads the sampled input values, (ii) it calculates the output

values for each input sample vector, and (iii) it writes the output values to a file. As received for this investigation,

this module had been written for a specific calculation with a specific number of input and output values for each

sample taken. The user is required to replace the module that calculates the output variables with his own model

written in FORTRAN. The user will likely also need to modi& this module to accommodate reading and writing



the desired number of input and output variables.

The third module reads the output file and produces the summary results. These results include a stMistical

summary, and rank and raw data correlation tables.

There is no manual available for PRISM. However, the software is suftlciently simple that the more advanced

FORTR4N user can determine most thhgs that would be sought in a user’s manual, and most questions can be

addressed with a little ‘de-programming’ and knowledge of statistics. Being a FORTRAN code, PRISM maybe

re-programmed for specific calculations. A distinct advantage is that PRISM is small and runs quickly. The major

disadvantage is there are no manuals. The overhead associated with using PRISM within a QA program may be

substantial and Cody.

This probably is not a suitable tool for any complex applications for two basic reasons. Firs~ the absenm of

documentation creates quality assurance and code pedigree concerns. Second, it has proven ditllcu]t to diagnose

errors. Given the absence of support or adequate references, it maybe too dit%cult to use PRISM effectively.

5.6 lthink/Stella

Ithhk13 and Stellald are advertised as identical, with the focus of Ithink being business and Stella being

research applications. Stella will be the software considered here. Stella fimctions in the following manner.

Symbols located on a palette representing supplies, connections, flow paths, and so on are placed on the model

diagram page and are then connected to model the system to be evaluated. Most sample problems provided with

Stella calculate time evolving values, e.g., temperature, populations, or dollars. One of the more appealing

characteristics is the ability to cut and paste tabular data in and out of Stella. This can also be limiting in instances

requiring large data quantities, as this is described as the only means of data import/export. The software is

amenable to presentation; it allows several elements to be grouped together and viewed as a single entity or

process. This ability to ‘layer’ the system thhking, although not critical to the modeling process, is potentially of

considerable value in communicating the modeling process. Functional dependence between connecting elements

can be described by equations or cuwes. Stella provides only a few internal distributions (Table 2). However,

Stella allows the user to develop complex FORTIUN-type relationships, e.g., IF.THEN.ELSE. Stella solves the

problem by integration of a system of first order ODES. Stella is suitable for relatively complex, time-dependent

models, to the degree that those problems are amenable to the solution method. There is no requirement for the

problem to be time dependent and input values maybe sampled.

The demonstration version obtained is constructed such that no models can be saved for later use. This is

unfortunate for assessment purposes. The inability to save a model constructed for tests makes it impractical to

attempt the comparison problems. However, introducing sampled variables in Stella is not as simple as with some
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other software. Fwt.her, creating somewhat complex distributions from the sampled variables could be dit%cult.

5.7 LHS/STEPWISE/PCCSRC .

LHS15, 16is a FORTIL4N language computer code that generates samples using the Latin Hypercube

Sampling (LHS) method. Simple random sampling is an available option, There are numerous common

distribution functions that can be used as well as several methods for construction of a userdefined distribution

(Table 2). LHS allows for the correlation of inputs through rank correlation matrices. Summary tables and

correlation matrices are provided for the sampled input data, providing an opportunity to check the input data and

adequacy of sampling. This generation of input variables is the first stage that is required. Then a second stage is

required, wherein the output values are calculated using the input values. A FORTRAN program supplied by the

user performs this externally to LHS and STEPWISE17 and PCCSRC.21 The final stage is the statistical

evaluation of the calculated outputs. This is performed by STEPWISE and PCCSRC.

STEPWISE is primarily a regression analysis code, written in FORTRAN, designed to perform statistical

analyses and assess sensitivities to input variables. 17 STEPWISE has a limited set of graphics capabilities but

resides on the same platform as LHS. The common platform is a benefit where QA is a serious consideration. The

graphics capability allows 2-D scatterplotting of any output variable against any input variable. STEPWISE will

perform a regression analysis and provide rank and raw data correlation matrices. Regression methods include

backward-elimination method, fomard regression metho~ and stepwise regression method. PCCSRC provides a

capability to calculate and plot timedependent partial correlation coefficients and standardked regression

coefficients.zl

The necessity of a separate user defined model has advantages and disadvantages. The major advantage of

this method is the user can develop a model whose sophistication is consistent with the problem requirements.

Existing codes can be used. Thus, new programming may not be required. The primary disadvantage is each

separate step in the three-stage processes is an opportunity for error. Transporting data between modules ako

provides an opportunity for error that maybe difllcult to diagnose.

5.8 LHS/JMP

LHS/JMP is a three-stage process, similar to several others in this study. JMP is a licensed product of SAS

Institute, Inc. 18 JMP has numerous tests and graphical displays available. It functions by importing a data matrix

into its spreadsheet. That data may consist of input variables, output variables, or both. The columns are labeled

within JMP as to the nature or origin of the data within the group.

A wide variety of analysis methods are available with JMP. The most useful ones include Ydistributions (the

JMP nomenclature for histograms modifiable by PC-mouse), 2-D and 3-D scatterplots, stepwise regression, partial
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cm-relation, cume fitting (linear, polynomial, exponential), bar charts, overlay plots, contour plots, and correlation

matrices. The user may manipulate the data by reducing, merging, maskhg and so on without a$tering the

original data.
.

IMP has many capabilities that are notfully exercised within the framework of these test problems. The limits

of JMP as an evaluation tool maybe a fhnction of user experience rather than the software. However, JMP allows

some ve~ basic statistical analyses that require little statistical expertise or computer proficiency. The strengths of

JMP are its versatility and sophistication. Its weakness is that the graphics were not well suited to viewing

multiple plots on the PC scregmor printed page. This can make scanning or browsing of preliminary results

difficult. Individual graphs once decided upon for presentation or publication can be customized to suit user

requirements.

6. Lessons Learned

The initial intent of this work was to evaluate software designed for uncertainty analysis, sensitivity analysis,

or decision analysis. The activity would consist of the following steps: (i) obtain software that spans a range of

capabilities and is representative of the available software, (ii) install that software on the appropriate computer

platform, (iii) execute test problems as a basis for quantitative comparison, and (iv) provide a subjective assessment

of the ease of use and capability of each software.

While the preceding steps may appear to be straightforward, there are several complicating issues: (i) there is

‘a large number of software available, (ii) most software is in a constant state of revision, (iii) most packages are

designed for a particular software and hardware environmen~ (iv) most packages are developed for use by specific

customers, for specific problems or classes of problems, for use on spedlc computational environments, or some
.

combination of these, and (v) subjective comparisons are influenced by the experiences and perspectives of the

investigator(s).

A reasonable effort was made to accomplish the original goals with all of this in mind. These results are

reported throughout this article. However, the real value to other investigators interested in this undertaking may

be a description of lessons learned. The lessons may assist other investigators in the process of selecting software

suitable for their purposes.

The lessons learned fall into two general categories: (i) identification of issues that complicate the selection of

analysis software, and (ii) guidance on how to select an appropriate software based on the difficulties experienced

in this effom, that is, how would we do i~ given the opportunity to start over with the benefit of having done it

before.

The number of software packages designed for use in uncertainty analysis, sensitivity analysis and decision
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analysis is sufficiently extensive that it would be a considerable undertaking simply to catalogue them all.

Evaluation of the packages is further complicated by the variety of (i) platforms, e.g., PC, mainframe, (ii) operating

syslems, e.g., Windows, MacintosL and (iii) languages, e.g., FORTIL4N, Mathematiea and Visual Bask. This

makes the desire to perform a global assessment of the software highly desirable. However, this also makes such a

comparison dfi]cult to the point that its usefulness is compromised. It would be natural to select a single soflware

tool as behg the most usefid, robust, accurate, or possessing some combination of attributes. However, modeling

and data requirements naturally lend themselves to certain operating environments. It would be inappropriate,

probably wasteful, to select a particular tool on the basis of a geneml evaluation when the data and problem

requirements naturally lend themselves to another tool. It is important to recognize and avoid such a potential

mismatch between the software selection process and the application of the software.

In addition to the number of teals available, the frequency of revisions in the commercially available software

packages is so great that an evaluation completed today will be obsolete in the fiture. The demand for additional

features and capabilities as well as general hardware and software evolution is driving this highly competitive

market. IkLintaining a current evaluation status of such a large and rapidly changing inventory is difticult.

SNL/WIPP/PA and other large science and engineering institutions are fortunate to possess a considerable

variety of computing platforms. While these institutions are privileged to have a variety of resources and staff

capabilities, providing an evaluation suitable for the breadth of such a group and its problems is difficult.

Furthermore, the individuals responsible for various types of problems generally remain in their select domain.

While there is some individual involvement across problem and platform types, most individuals who work with

large data structures on mainf~mes work almost exclusively on those platforms. A similar statement can be made

for those involved with smaller problems or smaller quantities of data, and so on. Each environment and problem

type possesses its own specific needs.

When considering this evaluation, the preferences of the investigators cannot be overlooked. Some

researchers are more comfortable working with FORTRAN. Others may be better off with a palette-oriented drag

and click interface. These preferences are based on an individual’s comfort and ex~nence. However, in reporting

a comparative evaluatio~ the investigator should disclose the subjectivity that might influence the documented

evaluation and also the usefulness of the evaluation to a reader. The lesson learned from this is that each

investigation should consider the preferences of the investigators, or more appropriately those of the potential users

of the evaluated sofhvare. A preference towards, for example, a certain type of interface may positively tiect the

usefidness of the software. This may improve the productivity of the user/software combination.

The user of any of these analysis software packages should gain considerable experience in using the software

and include some benchmarking exercises prior to finalizing the selection for independent use. As user friendly as

some of the packages maybe, modeling and the benchmarking process still should be performed to a level
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consistent with the accuracy required and importance of the results as they are intended to be used.

The following is a revised process for evaluating uncertainty, sensitivity, and decision analysis softvhre.

Consider only a certain type of environment. This means specifically reduce the number of computer

platforms to one. If the data to be analyzed is resident on a mainframe, it is likely the best decision to use

analysis software that operates on a mainframe.

Consider only a certain type of problem. The type of model to be considered, e.g., transport model or risk

model, is very important. Try to reduce the types of analyses that will be nm.

Consider the types of analyses that will be most usetid. Some problems are well suited for regression analysis,

where the rank regression coefficient is of interest. Others are best represented graphically as x, y pairs or

x, y, z triplets. Generally speaking, those individuals experienced in analyzing this type of problem will

be aware of what type of representation works best for their data.

Consider only a certain type of user. In some instances, a problem representation (model, if you will) is fixed

and the only consideration is ‘evaluation of the resulting data. In other instances, the user maybe a

modeler and it maybe beneficial to the user to have modeling capabilities within the software. This

capability may be essential. If it is not needed, then it may exist at the expense of some other, usefil

capability.

Select test problems that are representative in size and scope of the problems of interest. This is an extension

of the previous lesson. However, it is distinctly different and maybe a direct part of the evaluation. Some

complex problems are not well suited for software requiring that a model be developed within the

software. Some large data problems are not well tited for simple spreadsheet applications. If the

soflsvare is not well suited for the types of problems generally addressed by your organizatio~ then it is

probably not well suited for you as a rule.

The screening of tools by platform, user, and types of problems should result in a manageable list of software

candidates. A representative analyst should execute the test problems with each software. Accuracy of results is

critical in any seientitic investigation and so it is within this framework. However, subjective qualities are also

important. Despite the dif17culties associated with quanti~ng subjective characteristics, it is essential to

incorporate both objective and subjective characteristics in software evaluation. User comfort with an interface

may result in a steeper learning cume and better overall output perhaps despite some shortcoming in the

quantitative metrics.
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7S Conclusions

At this point one might expect to see a comparison or ranking of the tools investigated. However, that would

be inappropriate because (i) not dl softwares were executed successfully, (ii) the problems, although selected

without bias, may be more suited to some tools than others, and (iii) any such ranking would be inherently

subjwtive.

An evaluation of software similar to this one has been recently published by SENES, Oak Ridge. 22 That

report provides an excellent source for additional subjective comparison.

Two activities caused the most user frustration: (i) creating distributions where the specified distribution is

not available and (ii) moving data between programs. This leads to two distinct conclusions. First a premium

should ‘beplaced on selecting a package that will easily handle the distribution requirements of the user and/or the

problem. Second, three-stage processes or transporting of data to or from a software package should be examined

carefidly with respect to quality assurance issues as well as the viability of whatever data transfer may be required.

In general, the test problems could be modeled with the tools evaluated. All-in-one packages lend themselves quite

well to construction of some models and calculations. Others maybe more suitably or easily treated using a

separate calculation model, like a FORTRAN code. This leads to a third conclusion. The complexity of the model

and state of current modeling efforts should influence the selection of the appropriate software.

Our own work at SNL tends to involve large PAs for complex systems, such as nuckar power stations or

radioactive waste repositories and the like. 2,23 Analyses for such systems tend to involve complicated models

(often systems of partial differential equations that must be solved numerically) and a complex case structure that

arises from the many different situations that must be considered. As a result, our applications do not readily lend

themselves to implementation with analysis tools in which the models and analysis structure are programmed

directly within the tool. Rather, our models must be developed as separate entities (typically FORTRAN programs

involving 1000’s to 10,000’s of programming lines) and then an appropriate analysis structure developed around

these models. Thus, a three-part analysis strategy in which one program samples the data, a custom-written

program supplies the data to the individual models and records the results of their evaluations, and one or more

programs pefiorm sensitivity calculations seems to be most appropriate. Obviously, the most appropriate

conflgnration could be quite different in other analysis contexts.

The benefit of hindsight is that one should carefblly consider the constraints and resources at hand when

entering into this type of evaluation. Efforts to provide an all-encompassing, generally applicable conclusion may

be overly difficult and may not provide the desired end product.
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Appendix: Comparison Problems and Results

A.1 Stability Class E Dispersion/Deposition Problem .

The basic equation for near-field modeling of the spread of radioactive contamination through the airzq is

(1)

where C(x,y,z) is the time-integrated concentration (Bq-shm), QOis the initial quantity of contaminant released

@q), u is the wind speed in the x-direction (m/s), H is the height of the release (m), q, CJZare diffusion

coefficients in they and z dhections.

The specfic activity maybe exTressed as Bq/ms for cases where Qo is a constant emission rate @q/s). The

-Ion coefficients are assumed to be power law fimctions of the down wind distance x and dependent on the

atmospheric stability classs.

B
az (x) = Az,~x “s

(2)

The time-integrated surface contamination Cd(x,Y, O) is given by

CJX, y, o) = Vdc(x, y, 1),
(3)

where vd is the dry deposition velocity (mh).

For the test problem, the following conditions were Specifiedzf (i) stability class to be used is E, (ii) the

uniform wind speed is 3 IU/Sand (iii) the release height is 10 m. The cumulative deposition @q/m’) per unit

emission Qo is calculated at various locations D and L, where D is the dk.tance from the source (m) and L is the

distance away from the downwind streamline direction (m) (Figure 1). The cumulative deposition is a function of

D, L, vd and the four power law coefficients AY,A., BY, and B..

Uncertainty in deposition velocity and power law coefficients was characterized by cumulative distributions

protided in the form of 1% quantiles.zJ Simpler quantile distributions that produce similar results were developed

(Table 3) and used to simplify the input to the analysis. Cumulative distributions are assumed piecewise linear

behveen the quantile values. The variables in the pairs (lb, AY),(VD,Az), (I@, Bz), (BY, Bz) were assigned the

rank correlations of-0.23, 0.50, –0.45, and 0.25, respectively.

The problem was run using ten LHS replicates of sample size 100 each with Crystal Ball, An@ti~



LHS/STEPWISE, and PRISM. The replicated calculations are then combined to produce mean values for

comparison with the results supplied by the problem authorzs (Table 4).
.

(4)

where m is the number of replicates and n is the sample size.

In general, this problem was easy to model and execute for all of the tools. Identical FORTRAN code

pefiorms the calculations for PRISM and LHS/STEPWISE. The largest dif.llculties were encountered in the syntax

for describing the distributions within some of the models. Table 4 indicates a wide variation in results at

(x, y)= (1000, 400), possibly indicating a lack of convergence. This is reasonable as this location has a low

quantity depsited. Crystal Ball agrees with the author’s results more favorably than the other tools considered.

The Analytica results for the Dispersion/Deposition problem are dramatically different from problem author’s

results and those using the other tools. The discrepancy is attributed to Anatylica’s inability to provide

correlations between input variables. LHS/STEPWISE results compare favorably with the results provided by the

problem authors, with the one notable exception, the -46.4 1% difference at (1000, 400). PRISM consistently

nnderpredicts the deposition values in some instances the error is large (>50Yo).

A.2 BLEVE Problem

The Boiling Liquid Expanding Vapor Explosion (BT.,EVE)problem models a firebaIl that puts individuals at

risk of fatality due to the heat load from the fireball. Like the precechg problem, this problem was also developed

as a test for uncertainty and sensitivity analysis packages. 26,27 Its particular appeal for this study is the treatment

of extremely small values of risk. The problem requirement is to calculate the heat flux (Q), dose @), and

individual risk (Pr) using two different models for the BLEVE phenomenon: (i) emissive power independent of

mass (M), and (ii) emissive power dependent on mass (DM).

For both models, Individual Risk (P,) is given by

~=o++e’fw) (5)

where the following relationships exist for both the IM and DM models.

P = -14.9+ 2.561n(D) (6)



D(x, y) = 0.0001 Q(x>y)4/3 td

Q(x, y) = ETa~

vF.@
4L2

(7)

. (8)

(9)

(lo)

DF = mfb (11)

In the preceding, D(x,y) is the heat dose (kJ/mz) at location (x,y), Q(x,y) is the thermal flux at point (x,y)

(kW/rn2), E is emissive power (kW/m2), Ta is transmissivity (dimensionless), J@ is the view factor, L is the

distance of point (x,y) from the fireball center (m), and DF is the fireball diameter (m).

For model (II@ the emissive power, independent of mass, E is characterized by a distribution (Table 5). For

model (DM), the emissive power, dependent on mass, is given by

~= 0.27 (PO.32)

td = ckfd

The following information is common to both models. The uncertain parameters a, b, c, and d are

characterized by the distributions in Table 5. The variables in the pairs (% b) and (c, d) were assigned the rank

correlations of

-0.59879 and 0.044213 respectively. Additionally,

Ta = 0.7 (deterministically known)

H.= 46500 kJ/kg

M= 200000 kg

P = 0.5 x (106) Pa (0.5 MegaPascal)

(x2+y2)112 = 1200m (distance from the ground of the fireball center),

where Hc is the heat of combustion (kJ/kg), ~is the fraction of heat release due to combustion radiated from the

(12)

(13)

(14)



fireball, td is the duration of fireball (see), and P is pressure (MPa).

The problem was run with Crystal Ball, Analytha LHS/STEPWISE, and PRISM using a sample size of 100.

The mean value of the sample results is compared with those obtained by the problem authorzs (Table 6).

This problem poses a serious challenge for all of the packages investigated. The error fimction erfiz) requires

solution via one of three methods (i) an intrinsic representation of the error fimction, (ii) a rational expression for

the functiom or (iii) the numerical integration of the error fiction. Large differences from the authors’ results are

typical of most of the results of this study.

Crystal Ball compares well with the results provided by the problem authors for flux Q. However, the results

are less favorable for D and an order of magnitude off for Pr. This is true regardless of whether the mass

dependent or mass independent method is being considered. Analytica, while differing from reported results by

amounts simikir to the other software for Q and D, provides the best results for F’r. PRISM results compare

reasonably well to the problem authors’ results for Q and D. However, the results for Risk are three orders of

magnitude lower than any of the other results in Table 6. The differences using LHS/STEPWISE are greater than

those are from Crystal Ball and Analytica.

The same trend in difference from the authors’ results is noted for all of the tools except Analytica. Each

overpredicts the mass independent method and underpredicts the tnass dependent method results. Also, the

differences increase considerably from Q to D to P.. Some propagation of errors maybe Occurnng here as

Pr =f@), and D = f(~.

A.3 Additional Comments on Software Not Represented in Tables 4 and 6

Stella was provided only as a demonstration version. As such, no models could be saved for inclusion in this

investigation. Several small, ‘d@osable’ models were created and executed. Based on those exercises, it is

believed that the comparison problems of this study can be modeled and executed. However, the complexity of the

equation for the dispersion/deposition problem will require a somewhat ‘spaghetti’ diagram, or some sophistication

on the user’s part to modularize the problem. The BLEVE problem, although more sequential in evaluation, also

requires a large number of connections between values.

For the purpose of a quantitative comparison, the LHS/JMP results are identical to LHS/STEPWISE (Tables 4 and

6). This results from the fact that there are no unique calculations done. All of the output values are determined

identically for these cases.
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Fig. 1. Geometry of source and deposition location.
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Table 1. Software Summary Table

SourceCode
.

software Stages Available Platform Used

Crystal Ball

SUSA-PC

RiskQ

Analytica

PRISM

Stella

LHS/STEPWISE

LHS/JMP

All-In-One

AII-In-One

A1l-In-One

All-In-One

Three-Stage

All-In-One

Three-Stage

Three-Stage

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

YesNes

YesfNo

Pc

Pc

Pc

PC and Mac

Mainframe

Pc

Mainframe

MainframdPc

Table 2. Dktributions Available in Each Software

CIYstrdBall RiskQ LHS SUSA-PC Analytica PRISM Itllink/Stella

Custom (User) User-defined User
Distributions
(Data)

User
Distributions
(Cumulative)

uniform Uniform Uniform

LOguniform

Normal Normal Normal

Lognonnal Lognonnal Lognonnal

Triangular Triangular Triangular

Beta Beta Beta

Gamma Gamma

Poisson Poisson

Geometric Geometric

Rayleigh

Rayleigh
Exponential

Hypergeometric Hypergeometric

Binomial Binomkd

Exponential Exponential Exponential

Weibull WeibuIl

Chi-sqnare

Fratio

User Probability Histogram User Defined
Distribution

User Cumulative
Distribution

Uniform Uniform Uniform Uniform

Logunifonn Logunifonn

Normal Normal Normal Normal

Lognonnal Lognormal Lognonnal

Triangular Triangular Triangular

Beta Beta

Gamma

Exponential

Weibull
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Table 2. Distributions Available in Each Software (cont.)

Crystal Ball RiskQ LHS SUSA-PC Analytica PRISM Ithi”nk/Stella

Logistic Logistic

Pareto

Extreme Value

Student-T Student-T (*)

Logstudent-T

(*)

Negative
Binomial

Multivariate
Normal

uniform (+)

LogUniform (’+)

* Availablein Non-QA vemion.

+ Maybe appliedto separste intervalswith dtierent frequency.

Table 3. Distributions Assigned to VD, Ay, AZ, By, BZ.

VD :

AY :

Az :

By:

Bz :

(0.00z Oh), (0.05, 2.233 e-3), (0.50, 7.2

(0.00, 0.07), (1.00, 0.45)

3e-2), (0.95, 1.271), (1.00, 1.080)

(0.00, 6.347e-2), (0.052.306e-1), (0.50, 1.22), (0.60, 3.701), (0.70, 9.403), (0.08, 1.679e+l),

(0.90, 3.576e+l), (1.00, 5.981e+l)

(0.00, 0.75), (1.00, 0.95)

(0.00, 1.403e-2), (0.05, 1.212e-1), (0.50, 1.609e-. ), (0.95, 5.291 e-1), (1.00, 5.414e-1)

a qumtile(1 .00 equals 100%)

b vaiue at tbe comespondmgquantiie
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Table 4. Mean Deposition Values(V) at Various Locations

LHSI
Deposition Problem Author

Location (X,~)a Resultsb C@al Bail
STEPWISE &

Analytica LHS/JMP PRISM

(1000,o) 1.37E-05 1.36E-05
(-O.73)C

(1OOO,100) 3.30E-06 3. 1OE-O6
(-6.06)

(1000, 400) 1.19E-07 1.13E-07
‘ (-5.04)

(Ioooo, o) 1.80E-06 1.82E-06
(1.11)

(10000,400) 7.26E-07 7.02E-07
(-3.31)

(10000, 800) 3.13E-07 2.80E–07
(-10.5)

9.57E-06
(-30.12)

3.23E-06
(-2. 18)

1.35E-07
(13.70)

L38E-06
(-23.17)

8.39E-07
(15.51)

3.63E–07
(16.01)

1.35E-05
(-1.67)

3. 18E-06
(-3.66)

6.38E-08
(-46.41)

1.79E-06
(-0.73)

8.05E-07
(10.88)

3.09E-07
(-1.14)

1.15E-05
(-16.06)

2.71E-06
(-17.88)

5.26E-08
(-55.80)

1.63E-06
(-9.44)

6.44E-07
(-1 1.29)

2.60E–07
(-16.93)

a x is the distancefkomthe source andy is the distanceaway from the downwindstreamlinedkection in meters.

b problem author’s resultsprovidedinrefwencezs

c Percent d~erence from the Problemauthor’s results (b).

d All vak-s in the table were generatedby computer to 8-dighs. The values have beenroundedto the nearestone-hundredthfor inclusion

inthis table.

Table 5. Input Dktributions for the BLEVE Problem

E Uniform (rein: 200, max: 350) (for model (a))

a Rayleigh (parameter j3: 1.037)

b Normal (~ 0.319,6: 0.02)

c Logistic (mean: 5.655, parameter & 0.537)

d Triangular (rein: 4.7 x 10-2, mode: 0.19, max: 0.38)
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Table 6. Comparison of Mean Value Results for the BLEVE Problem

Problem LHS/ ‘
Result Author STEPWISE &

Model Variable Resultsa Crystal Ball Analytica LHS/JMP PRISM

M Flux (Q) 1.08E+01 1.13E+01 1.14E+01 1.21E+01 1.14E+01
(4.63%)(b) (5.55%) (11.9%) (5.09%)

IM Dose (D) 4.38E+02 6.55E+02 5.62E+02 9.34E+02 4.07Ei-02
(49.5%) (28.3%) (113%) (-7.08%)

JM Risk (Pr) 2.3 lE-02 5.47E-02 4.98E–02 1.16E-01 1.98E-06
(137%) (115%) (401%) (-99.9%)

DM Flux (Q) 3.28E+01 2.63E+01 5.71E+OI 1.52E+01 4.30E+OI
(-19.8%) (74. 1%) (-53.7%) (31.1%)

DM Dose (D) 1.06E+03 7.71E+02 9.43E+02 6.67E+02 8.90E+02
(-27.3%) (-1 1.0%) (-37.0%) (-16.0%)

DM Risk (F’r) 9.61E-02 8.46E-03 3.61E-02 2.04E-03 6.34E-06
(-9 1.2%) (-62.4%) (-97.9%) (-99.9%)

a Resultsprovidedin refmeezs

b Value in parenthesesis percent differencefi’omthe reportedresult (a).

c AHvalues in the table were generstedby computer to 8-digits. The values have beenroundedto the nearestone-hurkkdth for incIusion

in this table.


